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N/A
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engineer, self right now, NC  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patrick-mccarthy-31ab9241/
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Co-Founder and CEO, Spark Photonics, MA  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kevinmccomber/
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Professor, McGill University, Canada
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Research Scholar, Indian Institute of Technology (BHU), India
N/A

Susanne Rehrl
Product Management, Balluff, Germany
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Jacklyn Reis
Director of Microelectronics, Idea! Electronic Systems, Brazil
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jacklynreis/?originalSubdomain=br

Ana Ribeiro
Researcher, Institute of Photonics and Quantum Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, UK
N/A

Madison Rilling
Executive Director, Optonique, Canada
https://www.linkedin.com/in/madisonrilling/?originalSubdomain=ca
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Senior Research Scientist, ONERA, France
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolas-riviere/?originalSubdomain=fr
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General Manager, Laser Components USA, Inc, NH
https://www.linkedin.com/company/laser-components/mycompany/verification/

Peter John Rodrigo
Senior Researcher, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
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Richard Ryu
US branch manager, FIBERPRO USA, CA
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PhD Student, University of California, Irvine, CA
N/A

Srinivasu Sapireddy
LiDAR System Engineer, Digantara, India
https://www.linkedin.com/in/srinivasu-sapireddy-b065101a9/

Takashi Sasaki
President & CEO, Innovation Core SEI, Inc., Japan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sasaki-takashi-a1592992/?originalSubdomain=ja

Christian Schäfer
Patent Attorney, isarpatent, Germany
https://de.linkedin.com/in/sch%C3%A4fer-christian-41698870

Markus Seesselberg
Optical designer, Carl Zeiss AG, Germany
N/A

Tae Joon Seok
Co-founder, nEYE Systems, CA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tae-joon-seok-9988217a/

Miguel Serrano Romero
Postgraduate Research Fellow, Clarkson University, N/A
https://www.linkedin.com/mwlite/in/miguel-serrano-romero-87907b117

Arkady Shipulin
Associated Director of CPhSE, Skoltech, Russia
https://www.linkedin.com/in/arkadi-chipouline-546b563/

Levi Smith
Assistant Professor, University of Victoria, Canada
https://www.linkedin.com/in/levi-smith-4699122b/

Sylvia Smolorz
Member Of Technical Staff, II-VI Incorporated, CA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sylvia-smolorz-4abb2715/

EUGENE SOKOLOV
Principal Application Engineer, VPIphotonics Inc., MA
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Postdoc, University of Sydney, Australia
N/A

Hao Song
Research Assistant, University of Southern California, CA
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Cheryl Sorace-Agaskar
Senior Staff, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, MA
N/A

Leda Sox
Senior Research Scientist, Georgia Tech Research Institute, GA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ledasox/

Siti Sulikhah
Postdoctoral Researcher, National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siti-sulikhah-768691141/

Andy Sun
CTO, Litexel Inc., CA
N/A

Guilin Sun
Engineer, Ansys, Canada
https://www.linkedin.com/in/guilin-sun-8045a93/

Matthew Sydor
Program Manager, Sydor Optics, Inc., NY
https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-sydor-15618614b/

Yuzuru Takashima
Professor of Optical Sciences, The University of Arizona, AZ
N/A

Yuichi Takushima
R&D Manager, Optoquest, Japan
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Antreas Theodosiou  
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[https://www.linkedin.com/in/antreas-theodosiou-phd-74441840/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/antreas-theodosiou-phd-74441840/)

Pooya Torab Ahmadi  
PhD Candidate, McMaster University, Canada  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/pooya-torab-ahmadi-8b797563/?originalSubdomain=ca](https://www.linkedin.com/in/pooya-torab-ahmadi-8b797563/?originalSubdomain=ca)

Jurgen Van Erps  
Professor, Brussels Photonics (B-PHOT), Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/jurgenvanerps/?originalSubdomain=be](https://www.linkedin.com/in/jurgenvanerps/?originalSubdomain=be)

Jesús Vázquez  
Técnico, Ninguna, Mexico  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesus-vazquez-vargas-07ba89246](https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesus-vazquez-vargas-07ba89246)

Erwin Vergeest  
Business Developer, PhiX B.V., Netherlands  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/erwinvergeest/?originalSubdomain=nl](https://www.linkedin.com/in/erwinvergeest/?originalSubdomain=nl)

Anton Vetlugin  
Senior Research Fellow, NTU, Singapore  
N/A

Simon Viets  
Director Global Business Development, ficonTEC Service GmbH, Germany  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/simon-viets-61081344](https://www.linkedin.com/in/simon-viets-61081344)

Alain Villeneuve  
President, Consultants Optav Inc, Canada  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/alainvilleneuve/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/alainvilleneuve/)

Bram Vingerling  
Owner, CEO, CTO, CFO, bvTechCon, Germany  
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/bram-vingerling-5946991a/](https://www.linkedin.com/in/bram-vingerling-5946991a/)
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